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1

OUR PARTNERS 
IN 2018

• Friends Day Centre, Maitland

• Heideveld Primary, Heideveld

• Nazareth House, Vredehoek

• Prince George Primary, Lavender Hill

• Sarah Fox Children’s Convalescent Hospital, Silvertown

• South African Childrens’ Home, Gardens

• St Anne’s Homes, Woodstock

• St Joseph’s Home for chronically ill children, Montana

• Vanguard Primary, Heideveld

• Woodlands Primary, Heideveld

• Willows Primary, Heideveld

• Welcome Primary, Heideveld

• Zonnebloem Boys’ Primary, Zonnebloem

• Zonnebloem Girls’ Primary, Zonnebloem

WITH GRATITUDE

OUR DONORS 
IN 2018

• Anne Eadie

• Anonymous

• Anthony Puttergill

• Belmet Marine (Pty) Ltd

• Danie Eksteen

• Department of Social Development

• Fine Music Radio

• Fondation Alta Mane

• Hannalie Quass

• Joan St Leger Lindbergh Charitable Trust

• Liezel du Toit

• Niels and Irene Levitas

• RM and D Pelteret

• The Chris Otto Foundation Trust

• The David Graaff Foundation

• The Lombardi Family Charitable Trust

• The Stephen Lewis Foundation

• Titilayo Adedokun-Helm

• Voices from the Heart Choir
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2 VISION & MISSION

Our vision is for children and young people to generate hope 

and possibilities for their lives through shared engagements with 

music.

VISION

Our mission is to join with communities to facilitate connection, 

healing, expression and restoration by offering direct music 

interventions and the training of practitioners, grounded firmly in 

reflective practise.

MISSION
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MAKING MUSIC WORK

3  

PROGRAMMES

MUSIC FOR LIFE EARLY CHILDHOOD 
DEVELOPMENT (ECD)

MUSIC THERAPY

REACHING

642 
CHILDREN ON A WEEKLY BASIS, WITH

358 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

8 

MARIMBAS
42 

AFRICAN 
DRUMS

5 

GUITARS
291 

PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENTS

8 

PAIRS OF 
GUMBOOTS

WE ENGAGED WITH 

14 

ORGANISATIONAL 
PARTNERS 

7 SCHOOLS

3 
MEDICAL FACILITIES

WE PARTICIPATED IN 

3 

PUBLIC MUSIC FESTIVALS 

2 

STEELPANS
2 

PIANOS

4 
CARE/SAFETY CENTRES
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WE HOSTED  

6 

INTERNATIONAL 
7 

SOUTH AFRICAN& 

MASTERS LEVEL MUSIC THERAPY STUDENTS

MUSICWORKS LOOKING BACK

WE HAVE GROWN FROM A TEAM OF 2 TO A FAMILY OF

10 

WE HAVE TRAVELLED TO

21 

COMMUNITIES ACROSS THE CAPE PENINSULA

WE HAVE MADE MUSIC WITH 

6 168 
CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULTS 

HAVING ACCESSED OUR PROGRAMMES

IN 15 
YEARS OF 

MUSICWORKS

FOUNDED

15 

YEARS AGO

WE PLAYED IN 

8 
GIGS

4 SCHOOL 
EVENTS

1 COMMUNITY 
CONCERT

3 PUBLIC 
FESTIVALS

WE HAVE WON AWARDS

MENTOR AWARD 
FOR INNOVATION, 

SWEDEN 

SILVER AWARD, IMPUMELELO 
SOCIAL INNOVATIONS 
CENTRE, SOUTH AFRICA 

3 200  
SOCIAL MEDIA VIEWS OF OUR SHORT  FILM 

“BRINGING THE MUSIC HOME” TO DATE!
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At MusicWorks we believe that every child has the right to 

experience the range of benefits that active engagement 

with music can provide. Research1 shows that active and 

meaningful participation in music can have a profound 

impact on children’s development: it builds social skills; it 

contributes towards brain development; it enhances self-

esteem, confidence and self-discipline; it supports emotional 

expression and regulation. Adding music to children’s lives 

can help them grow and healthily interact with their world. 

Over the past 15 years MusicWorks has situated its services 

within communities grappling with multiple and complex 

socio-economic challenges which impact on the quality 

of life and opportunities available to the children growing 

up there. Within these high-risk environments exposure 

1 For more information and links to references please visit our website http://musicworks.org.za/why-music-is-good-for-children/

to trauma is high (violence in and outside the home), 

education is mediocre, job opportunities are scarce and 

the risk of young people becoming involved in anti-social 

activities is extremely high. And yet there is a dire shortage 

of therapeutic support services, after school programmes, 

and hardly any opportunities for children to participate in 

structured arts and music activities.

Through listening closely to young people’s stories, worries, 

hopes, and tragedies, MusicWorks has over the past 15 

years emerged from quiet beginnings as a music therapy 

organisation, to a vivacious hub of diverse musical and 

social engagements with young people. During 2018 a 

total of 642 young people participated in these musical 

engagements – a 15% increase from the year before. 

3 MANAGEMENT REPORT

DURING 2018
MUSICWORKS

PARTNERED WITH 

14 

ORGANISATIONS

Sunelle Fouché
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DURING 2018 MUSICWORKS
WORKED WITH 

642
CHILDREN
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We continue to grow and develop our practice and to share 
knowledge generated with the world beyond our music rooms. 
In partnership with the University of Pretoria our music therapy 
team has embarked on a research project that will investigate 
how group music therapy contributes to the development of 
relational capacities of children growing up in the context of 
community violence. In November 2018 our music therapists 
published a paper Co-creating Spaces for Resilience to 
Flourish: A Community Music Therapy project in Cape Town, 
South Africa in the special edition on child welfare in the peer-
reviewed music therapy journal VOICES. 

We continue to provide learning experiences for local and 
international music therapy students and this year we hosted 
4 students from the University of Pretoria, 2 students from 
the University of Bergen in Norway and 2 students from the 
University of Haifa in Israel. 

We are proud to be part of a collective partnership that 
includes the University of Pretoria, The South African Music 
Therapy Association and the Tshwane School of Music, that 
will be hosting the 2020 World Congress of Music Therapy 
in the City of Tshwane, the first time that this event is hosted 
on the African continent. 

During 2018 we continued to work towards future sustainability 
and we were the proud recipients of fundraising campaigns 
hosted by Fine Music Radio in Cape Town who selected 
MusicWorks as the beneficiary of their 2018 birthday month, 
and the Voices of the Heart Choir from New Hampshire in the 
United States. This all-women choir toured South Africa and 
selected MusicWorks as their South African beneficiary.  

Looking ahead we plan to broaden our footprint through 
offering training programmes to early childhood development 
practitioners, teachers and childcare workers. During 2019 we 
will be running a training programme for the Western Cape 
Education Department with primary school teachers, aimed at 
empowering them to use music to contribute to the social and 
emotional learning of the children in their class. 

Without strong and ongoing relationships with our trusted donors, 
our work will not be possible. Thank you to all our donors for 
supporting us in making Music Work.

And then lastly to the MusicWorks team, who keeps on 
growing, developing, learning, implementing, reflecting – 
and doing all of this while singing, dancing and having 

heaps of fun – thank you! 
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MUSIC THERAPY

During 2018, our team of three qualified music therapists, 

often assisted by visiting students, supported 165 children 

and 22 adults in communities and environments that 

have little or no access to psychosocial interventions. We 

conducted Community Music Therapy training through four 

workshops to 60 teachers and childcare workers. 

Our sessions were held at seven locations:  Friends 

Day Centre, South African Children’s Home, Sarah Fox 

Children’s Convalescent Hospital (now closed), St Anne’s 

Homes, Prince George Primary School, St Joseph’s Home 

and Nazareth House care facilities. 

Inequality and exclusion, the legacy of a segregated past, 

continues to speak to all facets of life in our city:  health and 

wellbeing, education, social mobility, the proximity to violence 

and crime. 

In communities where the most basic and tangible human needs 

of food, shelter and safety are under constant threat, offering 

music as a tool to enhance and strengthen the intangible, 

becomes a hard sell. How – and why – do we play and be 

creative? How do we pave the way to self-worth, confidence 

and resilience? Constructive social engagement? Empathy? 

MusicWorks’ methodological approaches may have evolved 

since that first invitation, in 2002, to provide psychosocial 

support to children in a desperately marginalised community – 

a Safe Room in Heideveld – but our focus remains the same:  

the most vulnerable children and young people. 

Thanks to the continued support of visionary donors we are 

privileged to have become rooted in the communities we 

serve; our presence strengthened through partnerships that 

have stood the test of time. Our understanding has deepened 

through practice, learning and more learning and our 

programmes have grown to be so much more than what they 

appear on the surface.

Supported by teachers and caregivers,  childcare and medical 

care practitioners and community leaders, our programmes 

encourage trust, participation, attitude and happiness. In a 

society where inequality and exclusion persist, our interventions 

offer moments of social cohesion.

We are immensely proud – and thankful – to be able to share 

with you in these pages the tip of the iceberg of our initiatives, 

interactions and interventions in 2018, the shiniest bits that 

stick out above the surface: smiling faces and happy hearts, 

beating as strong as the sounds of their drums and marimbas.

To this goal, MusicWorks ran two programmes in 2018, 

Music Therapy and Music for Life. 

4 HOW MUSIC WORKS
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Perception is everything

2 All names have been changed for the safety of our children and adults.

Working with children with profound mental, physical and 

social challenges in a group context, is a balancing act. 

While attending to each individual’s unique and often 

extensive needs, the therapist is also attempting to lead the 

group as a whole to social awareness and engagement. 

Music Therapist and Music Therapy programme coordinator 

Caley Garden, recalls the outcome of one such 

experience:

“Zachary2 is a boy with cerebral palsy, non-verbal and 

generally anxious. His facial muscles appear to spasm 

making it difficult to tell whether he is smiling or frowning. 

I met him at the Friends Day Centre.

Despite seeming aware and listening, his participation in 

group sessions was very ambivalent, beating a drum the 

one minute, pushing it away the next. For the most, he was 

just sitting, quietly. 

But as the sessions progressed, Zachary began laughing 

along with the participating boys. He would remain in 

his quiet place, but seem more socially aware. After six 

weeks he began moving his body for the first time, and his 

laughter began taking on a singing quality. 

The big surprise came when one day, after therapy, he was 

dancing, and singing, all the way back to class! “Look at 

Zachary!”, his teacher exclaimed. “I have never seen him 

like this! I have never seen him so excited and so happy!”.  

The carers were laughing with surprise, and happiness. 

His responses to the music showed them a different side 

of Zachary; it informed and ultimately changed their 

perception of him for the positive.

It also informed my experience of Zachary. I realised 

that he was taking what he needed from the music and 

the session. He was content to sit and to listen and to 

occasionally engage with his peers. For him, the joy and 

excitement came later – and in abundance!

Just another day at school

We were in the middle of a music therapy session in 

Lavender Hill when there was a shooting in the street right 

behind the school. School protocol is for the children to lie 

down on the ground where they are, and wait for a specific 

alarm to sound before getting up.  Everyone seemed 

quite used to this happening and the school managed the 

situation with no panic.

This report, by one of our therapists, was cause again for 

reflection on our approach in spaces where violence and 

trauma can no longer be shed at the school gate.  

We managed 16 sessions at this school, uninterrupted and 

with good attendance, and the end-of-therapy event was 

attended by six proud family members in support.
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Dance as if no one’s watching

On Wednesday mornings, the women at St Anne’s Home, 
a place of safety for victims of abuse, attend a group music 
therapy session. Sonia was a late arrival to the programme. 
Extremely guarded and with a hard armour, she generally 
resisted participation, remembers Caley Garden: 

In our last session for the term, Sonia was the first to arrive. 
She asked to share something with me, in confidence. She 
said she was a modern dancer when she was younger, 
but that she stopped dancing and lacked the confidence to 
start again. Since joining the group she found herself lying 
awake at night, listening to music and imagining herself 
dancing again.  

In the session to follow, we listened to and spoke about the 
lyrics of the song “Brave” by Sara Bareilles. The women 

connected strongly to this song, sharing the personal 
insights that brought them to this place of safety.  Quite 
unexpectedly, we also heard from Sonia, tentatively and in 
an apologetic tone, but participating, for the very first time. 

The session concluded and the group sang ‘Brave’ together. 

“Say what you wanna say, 
and let the words fall out. 
I just wanna see you be brave.”

Again Sonia’s hand went up: “If it’s okay, I would like to 
show you how I feel,” she asked.  I played the song again 
and Sonia danced, beautifully and comfortably, with her 
peers cheering her on. 

Luthando gets his groove back

Luthando is a well-mannered, considerate and disciplined 
young man. He is also musically gifted and an excellent 
marimba player, a talent which earned him a spot on tour 
with South African band and household name, Mango 
Groove. But last year, at the age of 14, he suffered a stroke. 

We met Luthando during his rehabilitation programme, his 
ability to speak and the mobility in the right side of his body 
severely affected. He was demotivated and reluctant to 
use his injured hand. Here was a talented, young musician 
in a restrictive state, unable to creatively engage with his 
passion, and dreading his situation. Music therapist Mari 
Stevens joined him on a journey.  

We had to find an effective work method, a key to his inner 
music. His affected speech combined with the language 
barrier made communication problematic. When asked 
a question Luthando would shrug, shake his head or not 
respond at all. 

We chose the xylophone to address improving his bi-
lateral gross motor function. He struggled to hold the mallet 

in his right hand and quickly lost interest.  At the keyboard 
he would always sit at the bass side, again avoiding the 
right hand. 

As I started directing him more, teaching and practicing 
specific things, he became more engaged, focused and 
interactive. He seemed keen on structure, and to be taught 
new skills rather than to be reminded of the skills he had 
lost. He needed something else… a new instrument!

On the day I introduced the guitar, Luthando “tuned in”. 
He was smiling, nodding, eager to learn and to play. We 
figured out a way for him to hold the guitar and worked on 
different strumming options. Luthando was learning a new 
musical skill and his clinical goals were being addressed – 
bilateral movement, gross and fine motor movements. 

For his final session we called in his occupational and 
physiotherapists and using the guitar as bridge, we 
could suggest a multi-disciplinary approach to his future 
treatment plan.  
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MUSIC FOR LIFE

The MusicWorks Music for Life programme is where our 

community visibility is the strongest. The bright purple t-shirts 

of our facilitators and performance bands are widely 

recognised and our community musicians are held in very 

high regard by parents, teachers, community workers, and 

caregivers. 

The programme offers a constructive after-school activity 

and is presented as positive interventions during the school 

day. Because we work only in primary schools, learners exit 

our programmes at the end of Grade 7, but often insist on 

returning to the music space time and time again!

Our Bringing the Music Home events have become a much 

anticipated highlight on the community calendar. This past 

year’s performance opportunities at Cape Town’s two major 

theatre centres realised the importance of exposure and 

recognition for the children.  

During 2018 the programme was delivered in three areas, 

Lavender Hill, Heideveld and Zonnebloem, and engaged 

children from 7 primary schools. The Music for Life marimba 

bands performed at 4 school events, 1 community concert 

and at 3 music festivals – the Zonnebloem Festival, the 

Baxter Theatre Centre’s Marimba Festival and the Artscape 

Schools’ Festival. 

But it is the stories behind these headlines that we value 

most. 

Principals can play too

Zwai Mvimbi, Music for Life Community Musician

It started out as just another session for the marimba group 

at Prince George Primary –  until the Principal paid us a 

visit.  

Some questioning glances quickly turned to admiration as 

she took up a pair of mallets and asked the facilitators to 

teach her to play like the children.  As she struggled with 

grip and stumbled over keys, children were moving closer 

in support and recognition. 

She did not stay long, but her presence and her brief, 

struggling interaction carried so many important messages.  

It evoked pride in the children, in their own achievement.  

It acknowledged the effort they’ve had to put in to master 

this activity.  It was also just a very fun moment, shared with 

an adult and I caught myself wondering how many such 

moments these children have at home.  

We have since invited many teachers to pop in and play, 

with the added benefit that it has grounded the music activity 

as part of the fabric of this school community. 

One boy to another

“It’s going to get easy, Michael, as the time goes by, don’t 

worry.”  

One boy to another, struggling to play a new song on 

a soprano marimba. The boys are encouraged to learn 

their individual parts and then to teach one another as they 

rotate marimbas.
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Anna’s about turn

Mark Williams

When Anna insisted on pushing and shoving players rather 
than play her part we had to intervene. She got upset – not 
for the first time – and walked out of the marimba group.  

We became aware of complex dynamics between her and 
the rest of the group and had to investigate. We learned  
that Anna’s brothers were known gang members and that 
everyone, including her classmates, were scared of them and 
by implication, of her. This was, in a way, enabling her bullying 
behaviour; and it was potentially threatening our ‘safe space’.

She did not respond to our efforts to draw her back in, 

refused to take responsibility and left the programme.  With 
the safety of the group in mind, we reluctantly accepted her 
departure and accepted that ours was perhaps not the best-
suited intervention for Anna. 

It was the second week of term three when Anna came 
running to me one morning and handed me a paper asking 
that I read her letter. As she stood there, smiling, I read: “I, 
Anna Daniels, am sorry for being rude to you. I would like 
to play again. I enjoy playing and to keep myself safe. I 
would like to come play. I promise not to be like I was.”

Anna was allowed to re-join by group consensus and she 
held true to her promise.

Practice makes performance

Mark Williams, Music for Life Programme Coordinator 

The Zonnebloem Festival was the first time our boys’ and 
girls’ marimba groups would perform publicly. We started 
with these groups in January and the festival was barely four 
months away. It was a challenge but alongside the children 
we set a realistic goal of two songs per group, and then got 
down to business. 

On the day of the festival we had agreed to pick up the 
marimba players from their homes. To our surprise most of 
them had already made their own way to the school – too 
excited to wait for transport. We were the first group to 
play, proud in our purple MusicWorks t-shirts. Watched and 
witnessed by their parents, peers and next-door-neighbours, 
the children were beaming – their actions validated and 
their presence valued.

Through the ranks, to the front

Zwai Mvimbi

Every so often we encounter a child who – whether by their 
own exploration or guided by MusicWorks facilitators – 
moves through the ranks at MusicWorks. Tina is one such 
example. 

Our first encounter with her was as a member of the gumboot 
dance group at her school. In response to challenging 
behaviour on her part, she was referred to music therapy 
sessions; and following that, she joined the marimba group. 
It was here where things started falling into place for her 
and she became a bold and confident leader on the bass 

marimba. When a tenor marimba player fell ill, she stepped 
up. It was her responsibility as leader of the group, she 
believed, to take on this most difficult and exposed instrument 
in the quartet. 

Tina emerged a dedicated and extremely talented musician 
who lead the group to ensemble playing unmatched by other 
groups. When the opportunity arose for MusicWorks to send 
a marimba group to the Schools’ Music Festival at Artscape, 
Tina’s group was the natural choice. 

She was not only in charge behind the instrument, she was 
in charge of her life. 
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We were ticking the register when a teacher said, “Funny 

that these young people don’t miss school on Wednesdays. 

How do you guys do it?” “I guess they love what we do,”  

I said, knowing that there’s more to it than that.  

Community musician

“I like these games that you play with the learners because 

it challenges them to pay attention. I’ve seen how it 

helps them to focus in class and it has even changed the 

handwriting of some!”

Teacher

“I didn’t know what a marimba band was, so I just signed 

up. Now I can’t stop playing even at home where I use 

sticks and anything. My family shouts at me… but I want to 

play marimbas forever!” 

Learner

“Before MusicWorks I was like a teacher to the children, 

telling them what to do unaware of what is to be gained by 

letting a child take initiative and be playful.”  

Family and Community Motivator, ECD Trainee

“I am at a loss for words… the children just responded so 

beautifully. I wished for them that you could be a part of 

their lives on a daily basis.”

Fine Music Radio staff member following a site 
visit to Sarah Fox

“For the first time this year our young marimba players 

are given food by the school.  We don’t know how this 

came about, but what we know is that it has benefitted 

our sessions. The young people are no longer complaining 

about being hungry.”

Community musician

“I have taught at this school for 28 years and I can clearly 

see the change in the children and the school since 

MusicWorks started its programmes here.“

Deputy Principal

“I have never seen my son participate in anything at school 

until today.” 

Mother of a learner at a school assembly 
performance

“I was on an outing with the women and a song came 

on the radio and they shouted, ‘This is our music therapy 

song!’ and they all sang together.”

Staff member at a place for safety

“I always watched how Thabiso performs magic with the 

kids. He always surprises me. Each time he comes with a 

different energy that the children enjoy.”

MusicWorks student intern about a Community 
Musician 

5 THE THINGS WE SAY
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MUSICWORKS TEAM

6 OUR PEOPLE

Alexanne Tingley

Brenda Robertson

Diana Ross

Kerryn Torrance

Melanie Fortuin-Durr  
Chairperson

Raymond Schuller  
Treasurer

Sunelle Fouché

BOARD MEMBERS

FROM THE LEFT: 

Roma Nathan 
Financial Administrator

Sunelle Fouché 
Executive Director and Music Therapist

Zwai Mvimbi 
Senior Community Musician

Bongile Mark Williams 
Music For Life Programme Coordinator | 
Community Liaison
Alexanne Tingley 
Operations Director

Caley Garden  
Music Therapist & Programme Coordinator 

FRONT: 

Thabiso Mapalane 
Community Musician

Pamela Gongxeka
Community Musician

Andalucia Garcia 
Administrator

ABSENT: 

Desiree Behr 
Fund Developer

Mari Stevens 
Music Therapist
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As we reflect on 2018, we cannot but be grateful for the year 

that was.  MusicWorks was able to continue expanding and 

reached new donors which we trust will lead to long term 

partnerships.  Attracting new funders is like oxygen for any 

NGO.  It not only supports our programmes but it endorses 

our interventions and collaborations. 

The majority of our funders continue to originate from 

beyond South Africa’s borders and our deep gratitude 

cannot be emphasised enough for their commitment, not 

only to MusicWorks but to South Africa in general as they 

invest in our country and the next generation of adults.  

Being the recipient of two fundraising campaigns certainly 

buoyed us. Not only did it generate funds but also helped to 

raise our profile, bringing a lot of interest in and awareness 

of our work.

Moving forward into 2019, we will continue to expand our 

pool of funders, consider new funding streams and work on 

fundraising campaigns whilst taking really good care of our 

existing donors.   

Our unqualified audit once again reflects our fiduciary 

compliance and the good financial practices which has 

been a cornerstone of MusicWorks since 2003.  The 

figures reflected in this report are an accurate extract from 

our 2018 Audited Financial Statements as completed 

by a South African Institute of Chartered Accountants 

accredited auditing firm. A full set of our financial 

statements are available for scrutiny on our website.  

(www.musicworks.org.za)

7 FINANCIAL REPORT 2018



Government 
Subsidies
R296,953

Grants
R2,810,603

Individual 
Donors
R89,071

Fees
R155,591

Interest 
Received
R66,822

Reimbursements
R8,638

Rental Income
R8,980

Play It Forward
R1,900

Sponsor a Child
R10,000

INCOME 
RECEIVED: 

8%

82%

3%

5%

2%

>1%

>1%

PROGRAMME 
EXPENDITURE: 

TOTAL: R3,421,558 TOTAL: R1,514,967

>1%

>1%

Music For Life 
Programme
R899,912

Music Therapy 
Programme
R530,554

Supervision
R20,754

Capacity 
Building
R20,908

Maintenance 
Of Music 
Instruments
R4,089

Evaluation and 
Research
R35,732

Materials and 
Resources
R3,018

60%

35%

1%

2%

>1%

2%

>1%

OPERATIONAL 
EXPENDITURE: 
TOTAL: R1,101,286

Personnel Costs
R412,523

Operating Costs
R65,668

Promotions 
and Fund 
Development
R268,683

Governance
R1,090

Professional 
Services
R106,324

Office Expenses
R61,648

Premises Costs
R224,456

36%

6%

24%

>1%

9%

5%

20%



MUSICWORKS

PO Box 2069
Clareinch
7740
South Africa

021 671 5196

info@musicworks.org.za

www.musicworks.org.za

www.facebook.com/musicworkssa

029 601

9300 11978

Registered name

Postal address

Telephone number 

Email 

Website 
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NPO

PBO


